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1.     INTRODUCTION 

This is the project portfolio of the Group B for turku.fi website project. The project group 
includes four members: Kaisa Tanner, Grace Ukpabi, Kaarin Laaneots and Imee Therese 
Bisnar-Ingco. The project is part of the course User-orientation in service development. 
The portfolio is the final work of the project, and it includes all the phases of the project as 
well as its background, goals and results. 

The purpose of this project was to develop the landing pages of the website of Turku City. 
This was done in collaboration with the commissioner, the City of Turku, to serve the users 
of turku.fi website better and to ensure that the website is accessible according to the 
accessibility directive regarding the public digital services. In order to create usable and 
beneficial results for the commissioner, an user-centric point of view was in the scope 
through the project. 
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2.     GOALS  
The goal of the project was to provide information for the commissioner on developing the 
landing pages of turku.fi. The expected outcome was a development suggestion for the 
commissioner that could improve target group pages to be more user friendly. The 
purpose of the project was to provide information and answers to the questions for the 
commissioner in these following topics: 

● Is the content relevant for the target groups?  
● How is the content picked to be relevant for the target groups  
● Is the structure of the pages working for the target groups and are they the same 

between groups  
● Does a target group approach work and do the users belong to any particular target 

group 
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3.   PRESENTATION OF THE COMMISSIONER  
The organization of the project was the City of Turku concerning the landing pages of 
Turku.fi website for different target groups (families with children, immigrants, youngsters, 
seniors, and disabled). Turku aims to develop the target group landing pages to be more 
user-friendly and accessible to all, and our project group’s task was to help the city in the 
project. 
 
For further information in the project, we received the contact information of the following 
contact persons: 

● Mira Koivumäki-Lindholm, verkkopalveluasiantuntija,  
● Eeva Hämäläinen, hyvinvointiviestinnän koordinaattori, 
● Hilkka Pirttijärvi, verkkosuunnittelija. 

3.1 Turku.fi website  

Turku.fi website is the main website for the City of Turku. It is a portal that assembles 
information about the city region, environment, culture and sports, daycare and education, 
social and healthcare services as well as events and services for businesses. The website 
is thus the main online source of information about the Turku City and its functions and 
services. 

The different branches of Turku city cannot establish separate websites: all the branches 
must have their information in the common Drupal platform. In addition, the pages inside 
turku.fi website must follow the visual rules of the website. (Turku City.) 

Creating content to the website requires attending the training sessions organized by IT 
services and online editing offices and voluntary learning in Drupal content production. 
(Turku City.) 

3.2 Landing pages 

A landing page is a term used for website pages, where a user lands from a research 
engine result page (i.e. Google, Bing), a campaign or another website page. 

The turku.fi website includes several landing pages for different target groups: families 
with children, immigrants, travelers, youngsters, senior citizens, job seekers and disabled. 
Links to the landing pages are placed in the header of the website for easy navigation. 

By choosing one of the target group links the user can get to a landing page of a certain 
target group. The landing page is full of curated information that is believed to be relevant 
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and meaningful for the target group. The group specific content is not created for the 
landing page but elsewhere in the Turku.fi website. It is then curated and composed to the 
landing page content. (Turku City.) 

According to the brief from Turku City, Turku website’s landing pages can consist of 
following sections: 

● “We recommend” link listing (“Suosittelemme”), which picks up the most popular 
and searched contents for the target group. In mobile view it is on the top to help 
the user to find the most important information. 

● Event listing (“Tapahtumalistaus”) includes an event calendar widget. It brings 
targeted content of the Turku region event calendar to the page – a landing page, 
theme page or homepage. For example, the event listing can show the events for 
seniors in the landing page for senior citizens. 

● Newsfeed (“Ajankohtaisvirta”) presents news that are relevant for the target group. 
Feeds can be brought from social media too. Near me -content (“Lähellä”) provides 
news based on location. An example: http://www.turku.fi/seniorit. 

● Service collage part (“Palvelukoosteosio”) includes those services of Turku City that 
are especially for the target group. The part includes mostly links to other parts of 
turku.fi website. An example: http://www.turku.fi/nuoret. 

● Highlight of the bottom (“Sivun alaosan nosto, hankenosto”) is a highlighted part 
that is in the bottom of the page. These highlights can include broader entities, 
background stories or even bigger coverage units. They can remain on the page for 
a longer time than news. An example: http://www.turku.fi/seniorit. 

In addition to the target group landing pages, other landing pages for other purposes are 
used in turku.fi website. Examples of these landing pages are 
www.turku.fi/turkutekeehyvaa and www.turku.fi/turkutekeeuutta. (Turku city.) 

Key terms about the website project: 

● Turku.fi website is a published on Drupal platform, which offers the technical 
support, server space, ready-made site structure, different content categories and 
user-friendly functions. 

● Homepage of turku.fi is the main page of the website. The header includes contrast 
and text size adjustment buttons and search field. The two-part navigation: the 
upper bar includes links to target group landing pages and the lower bar includes 
links to the five main theme sites. 

● Landing pages of turku.fi website are either target group landing pages or theme 
sites. 
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● Theme site means a site inside the turku.fi website that are focusing on certain 
themes, such as living and environment, culture and sports. An example: 
www.turku.fi/yrityspalvelu. 

● Widget is a tool or a mini program that can be used inside a website. 
● Internal links are links that lead to another page or part inside the website. 
● External links are links that lead to/from outside the website. (Turku city.) 

3.3 The accessibility of the website 

The new accessibility directive requires all the public digital services must be accessible to 
all the users of the public digital services. When services are introduced online in a simple, 
clear way and by using the words familiar to the customer, the website is customer 
oriented. When the website also answers to the needs of different users, the criteria of the 
accessibility directive are met. (Turku city).  

The mission, vision and strategy regarding the accessibility and user experience of the 
turku.fi website are listed in detail and on concrete level in the next chapter. The 
theoretical background of the accessibility of websites is discussed more in chapter 4.3. 

3.4 Project owner, the City of Turku 

The City of Turku has a population of 192 962 (2019), which makes it one of the biggest 
cities in Finland.  (turku.fi). The age distribution indicates that active working age (15-64) 
dominates the population with 66.6 %, thus a great potential for a modern city status. 

The market situation around Turku involves the political, economic, social, technological 
and environmental factors. Politically, Turku was the former capital of Finland and 
occupies a very important position in Finland. Turku is also a very important attraction 
point in Finland. Thus, the Turku website must be able to showcase the cosmopolitan 
nature of the Turku city.  

In terms of the economic factors, Turku has attractions to both citizens and foreigners. 
Consequently, Turku must appeal to the diversities of the populace. Socially, Turku 
municipality is among the top multicultural municipalities in Finland, accordingly, its 
website must appeal to the different socio-cultural groups that make up the city. 

3.4.1  Mission, vision and strategies 

The mission, vision and strategies regarding the turku.fi website are listed below. 
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Mission of the website 

Turku’s website is dedicated to delivering effective, efficient, accessible and user-friendly 
public digital services for different target groups in the city of Turku. 

Vision 

The vision for turku.fi is to be the most user-centric website and build a place where 
people can easily find and access all the services in a simple way in a way that meets the 
customer’s needs. 

Strategies 

● A customer- and needs-based approach which is the key to success 
● Services by Turku are customer-oriented and broadly available in a digital form 
● To develop the target group pages more user -friendly 
● Instead of making a phone call, the customer is directed to the right service 

channels (e.g. a chat or electronic transactions) or service locations (which can be, 
for example, the services of organizations) 

● Availability of information to the target groups at all moment 
● Information about the service and transactions is produced carefully and the same 

data can be utilized 
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4.  THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
This chapter introduces the theoretical background of the project. It consists of three main 
themes: service design thinking, service design methods and tools and the accessibility of 
a website. 

4.1 Service design thinking 

According to Hollanti (2020) Design thinking is a method for solving user problems where 
the designer tries to understand the needs of the end user and collectively the team 
understands how the users' needs can be effectively fixed or addressed. For the team to 
achieve this a proposal is created based on both the end user needs and the opinion from 
the expert, and this proposal is validated by the users. 
 
This theory was adopted to get more insight and understand the user need in the project 
through empathy and also to know how to ideate to achieve the desired need of the user, 
who is the most important element in the growth of any business. It also helped us to 
clearly define the customer's problem. 
 
For the success of any organization, customers must be considered as an important 
element in decision. Customer satisfaction in a company’s product or service is seen as a 
key factor to the progress and development and long–term competitiveness. 
Dam and Siang (2018) explain that service design thinking helps the designer to 
understand the customers to whom the service or product is being designed. Furthermore, 
design thinking helps the designer to observe and develop empathy with the target users.  
 
Design thinking is very useful in tackling problems that are ill-defined or unknown by 
reframing the problem in a human-centric way, creating many ideas in brainstorming 
sessions and adopting a hand-on approach in prototyping and testing. According to Dam 
and Siang (2018), the following are the phases of design thinking. 

● Empathize -with your customer 
● Define - your users need, their problem and their insight 
● Ideate - by challenging assumptions and creating ideas for innovative solutions. 
● Prototype - to start creating solutions. 
● Test - test solution. 

 
The use of design thinking as a theory applied to this project enabled us to define the 
need of the selected segments (family with children and the immigrants). Data collection 
methods such as interviews, mystery shopping, brainstorming, personas helped us to 
effectively reach the target groups. To bring innovative solutions to the project, 
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benchmarking was done with some websites. Because of the shortness of time, we were 
not able to prototype and test the ideas created, but recommendations from the findings 
were given to the commissioner. We hope that these recommendations would contribute 
to improving customer experiences with the landing pages. 
 

4.1.1 The user-orientation 
 
User’s aspect of service design matters more than ever. The user-orientation aspect in 
innovation and designing is emphasised in both business and public sectors. The more 
rapidly the behaviour and needs of a nowadays customer changes, the harder it is to 
forecast. When the services are based on the real needs of the users, they succeed better 
in competing and changing markets. (Kaasinen et al., 7).  
 
A user or a customer of a service can contribute to the service design and development 
with direct insights to how the service should be organized from the customer’s point of 
view. According to Matting et al. (2004), a customer can be involved in the service 
innovation in all the processes, deeds and interactions where a service provider 
collaborates with the current or potential customers (Matthing et al., according to Kaasinen 
et al., 26).  
 
The customer or user can have several roles during the user-oriented design process. In 
the ideation phase the user can be a resource of innovation, incentives and knowledge. In 
the design and development phase the customer can act as a co-creator, co-creating 
possible development suggestions for the service or product. The user can also be 
involved in the testing and support phase, being a user of the new service. (Nambisan 
2002, according to Kaasinen et al., 40.) 
 
In this project, the users of the website participated in all the phases: they gave us ideas 
and insights, helped to create solutions for user-experience problems on the turku.fi 
website as well as tested the current turku.fi website. 
 
 

4.2 Service design methods and tools 

Different methods were used for gathering relevant information about the topic from 
different perspectives. General information about the topic was studied to gain some 
information about the field and for the different perspectives internal needs of the 
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commissioner and the needs of the users are gathered. For the process it was important 
to start on understanding the internal needs of the service provider which in this case is 
the commissioner. The information from the commissioner was gathered by emails and 
interviews of the project contacts from the City of Turku. The needs or the users were later 
gathered with various qualitative methods such as personas and interviews.  

Qualitative methods chosen helped to gain insight for the questions the commissioner had 
in mind and the knowledge from the certain target group was collected agily in a given 
timeframe of this school assignment. The covid-19 influenced this school project work and 
its processes, for that methods were selected so that they serve the project informational 
needs but at the same time were able to be conducted in a current situation remotely via 
phones and emails. Below are the methods that were used during the project:  

● Stakeholder map  

Stakeholder mapping involves finding out the critical stakeholders of a project. The 
process has to do with locating all individuals who have an interest in the project 
outcome (Walker, Bourne and Shelley, 2008). A project stakeholder can be one 
individual or multiple individuals as in the case of large public infrastructure 
projects. Identifying stakeholders early in the project helps the project planners to 
get their views which are necessary to deliver not only a people-oriented project, 
but also the one that satisfies the yearnings of all stakeholders. 

 
Stakeholder mapping is essential for the success of a project. One importance of 
stakeholder mapping is that it helps project planners to get insights that will help to 
deliver a project that satisfies all the people that are involved. Furthermore, by 
identifying the key stakeholders and getting their inputs, it helps to increase the 
perception of success by the project planners. Finally, it helps for project 
accountability. This is important because when project planners identify 
stakeholders, it will imbue a sense of accountability and responsibility to the 
identified stakeholders. 

In this project, Stakeholder maps are used for gathering information about different 
stakeholders that can be influenced by the Turku website. In stakeholder maps 
different stakeholders are divided and placed into three groups, internal 
stakeholders, connected stakeholders and external stakeholder.  it is further divided 
into three sections, the people, places and process. This is done to have in-depth 
knowledge of the stakeholder, the places involved  and the processes.Relevant 
stakeholders that are directly influencing or indirectly influenced by the service and 
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its development areas are placed in these categories to create knowledge and the 
basic information for the assignment and understanding the connections. 

● Business model canvas  

Business model canvas (Osterwalder, Pigneur & al.) is used for understanding the 
business model of the commissioner. Business models canvas areas; Value 
proposition, Key activities, Key partners, Customer relationship, Customer 
segment, Channels, Cost structure, Key resources and Revenue streams will help 
to identify different key areas from the commissioners service. Business model 
canvas  

The areas of the canvas need a deeper understanding of the commissioner's 
business model. Information needed might not be possible to gain with a limited 
time and contact with a commissioner. In this case the information for the canvas is 
based on commissioner briefs and information found from internet sources. If 
possible canvas is filled through the interview and discussion with the 
commissioners.  

● SWOT  

Swot analysis  can be explained as the compilation of the business, strength, 
weakness, opportunities and threat. The essence of the swot analysis is to help the 
organisation  to be fully aware of all the factors involved in making a business 
decision. This is a  planning process that helps the organization or company to 
overcome challenges and determine the new line of actions to take to bring 
improvement. Swot is one the efficient ways to access your company progress. 
Swot analysis is a tool that is commonly used in strategic planning, it is a form of 
brainstorming to achieve great results. 

 

● Benchmarking online  

Benchmarking gives an overview for  the operational environment and similar 
context. In the assignment benchmarking is used to create knowledge and best 
practises from the field of city websites. In benchmarking the websites from 
different cities and international websites and other inspirational websites were 
benchmarked from the similar field of the topic.  

● Personas  
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Personas are profiles of relevant stakeholders (Stickdorn et al., 2018) Personas 
represent imaginary examples of the user or other stakeholder. In our assignment 
different personas represent different service users from the target group selected. 
Personal profiles were created for observing the service from the user point of view 
to empathize possible users and their needs.  

In this assignment the amount personas were made only from the limited target 
group. The school project team chose two relevant target groups, the family and the 
immigrant, for the assignment together with a commissioner.  

● Interviews  

Interview is a qualitative research technique. With the interview’s researcher can 
learn more about the topic from different stakeholders. Interviews can be done in 
different structured manners. In semi-structured interviews the questions and the 
topics preferably start from larger topic to smaller (Stickdorn et al.)  

The interview is done in this assignment  as a semi-structured matter to create 
information from two different perspectives;  External perspective from the possible 
service users and internal perspective from the commissioner as a service provider.  

For the commissioner interview was held on 6.5. with the contact persons of the 
commissioner to have more clarification and in depth focus of the project and also 
asked  questions on areas they were unclear to us from the brief sent and the 
direction, and segment they wanted us to concentrate on.  

To  get  first hand information  in order to meet up with the stated objective, we 
scheduled interviews with the target group (families and immigrants). for the 
possible users of the services are held to understand the user perspective and 
needs from service and its development points. In the brief the commissioner gave 
good framing for the research questions. Interviews allowed us to focus on these 
topics but also to find other relevant details in a connection to the topics. 

● Mystery shopping  

This method was chosen to give us first hand information about the service by 
observing it as a service user. Mystery shopping is done by the school project 
group members themself. Members were not familiar with the website content or 
services beforehand and they can take a perspective of a service user and make 
notes about the service experience, functionalities in all contact points in the Turku 
city web page, focusing especially on the landing page.  
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● Affinity diagram 

Affinity diagram is a great method for quick organising data. According to 
Algozzine, B., & Haselden, P. G. (2003) an affinity diagram is a tool for gathering 
information and organizing it into natural grouping. 
In this project collected data from different methods and ideas were organized with 
affinity diagrams to understand connections and to define the key elements and 
development needs. The affinity diagrams were constructed parallel during the 
research phase methods.  

 

 

4.3 Accessibility of a website 

The accessibility of public websites is a digital version of accessible hospitals, public 
offices, daycares and other public services. Whereas a public office must be accessible for 
any kind of person, a public website must be accessible and easy to use for everyone – 
also with disabilities, impairments, activity or language limitations or other limitations. As 
stated in the mission, vision and strategy of Turku City in chapter 3.4.1, the accessibility of 
Turku.fi website is a core function in developing the website and its landing pages. 

4.3.1 The Web Accessibility Directive  

The Web Accessibility Directive is an EU directive to provide people with disabilities with 
better access to public websites and mobile apps (European Commission). The goals of 
the directive are to advance everyone’s equal possibilities to fully act in digital society, to 
create uniform minimum requirements regarding the accessibility of websites and apps 
across the Europe, to improve the quality of digital services and finally to enhance the 
internal markets of implementing accessibility in European Union.(Valtiovarainministeriö.) 

The directive has been in force since 2016, and the requirements of it are applied 
accordingly: Public service websites that are published on 23.9.2018 and after had to 
meet the web accessibility requirements by 23.9.2019. Websites that are published before 
23.9.2018 must meet the requirements by 23.9.2020. For mobile applications the deadline 
is on 23.6.2020. (Valtiovarainministeriö.) 
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4.3.2 Requirements of the accessibility 

In practice, The Web Accessibility Directive obligates the countries of the EU to obey the A 
and AA level criteria of international WCAG – Web Content Accessibility Guidelines. What 
these levels and the criteria mean, can be discussed through three dimensions. 
Technically flawless execution includes obeying WCAG standards, impeccable HTML 
code and that the website is technically accessible – also with assisting technologies and 
keyboards. Clear and perceivable user interface requires that the webservice is easy to 
use, the navigation is clear and logical and the main content stands out from the other 
content.  

Finally, the third dimension, understandable content applies to the textual as well as visual 
content of the website. Using standard language and organized text that is easy to glance 
through is a good start. The main information must be in the beginning of the text and the 
content must consider different aspects of different target groups. In addition, the content 
must be provided in different forms, from text to videos and infographics. (Etelä-Suomen 
aluehallintovirasto). 
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5. SERVICE DESIGN PROCESS 
This chapter 5 collects and presents the process of this project, the research phases as 
well as the analysis phases.  
 

5.1 Brief of the process 
 
This project addressed the development of the landing page of Turku city website. It was 
done in collaboration with the Commissioner of the City of Turku, to serve the visitors 
better and ensure easy accessibility of the website by the target groups according to the 
directive regarding the digital public services. 
 
The group members were five but one withdrew. The project tasks were assigned to the 
various group members to facilitate the project and come out with tangible and innovative 
results within the period. To explain the process in detail we used the double diamond to 
indicate the problem, method, process, completion and final handover to the 
commissioner. 
 
The outcome of the assigned responsibilities was to ensure full participation of all team 
members, in-depth knowledge in the use of the service design tools, vast and insight of 
the Turku city landing page and most importantly to contribute immensely to the 
development of the Turku landing page making it user friendly and accessible for all 
users.The project of City of Turku to develop the landing pages involves many target 
groups, which include family with children, immigrants, youngsters, tourists, disable, 
foreigners etc. To achieve the desired result within the short time given, our project group 
decided to focus on two groups: families and immigrants. 
 
For contacting the commissioner and interviewees, the team members used mainly           
emails, Teams, phone calls and Slack. 

The process portfolio was finished on June 1, 2020. All the documents will be shared to                
school project team members and we will give a copy of the finished portfolio or project                
presentation project by the end of May 2020 to the commissioner. 
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5.1.1 Process- The Double diamond 
 
Double diamond is a design approach model developed by the British designer council 
2005. It shows the four phases, Discover, Define,  Develop and Deliver. Double diamond 
is known as one of the most popular design process visualizations.  
 
To effectively and efficiently execute the project the double diamond model was adopted, 
to understand the process and followed as planned. At inception of the group, A project 
brief was received from the commissioner to guide the group on the direction, goal and 
objective of the projection. At receiving these information, a project plan was drawn, these 
guides gave the group insight on the process to follow. First and foremost, the group 
meets and discusses the brief sent and how to narrow down the segment sent since they 
were much. A meeting was held with the commissioner on 6.5. to finetune the group 
selected from the many segments, also to ask questions on the project generally. After the 
meeting the segment was narrow and the general problem, now defined and focused on. 
Furthermore, to elicit deeper and broader ideas from the selected target group, the 
interview was adopted. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Turku.fi Landing page development school project process 
The double diamond process framework source and adapted : Design Council UK. 
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5.1.2 The GANTT chart 
The user-orientation service development project for Turku.fi website was executed during 
April and May 2020. It focused on collecting insights and generating ideas by interviewing 
with different target groups of the landing pages of the website and with the collaboration 
of the commissioner, we are able to interview and get information to them.  For data 
collection and analysing results, the following service design tools were used: personas, 
customer journey map, mystery shopping, benchmarking, business model canvas, value 
propositions, affinity diagram and interviews on the commissioner and  target group. 
Below, in Figure 2, is the presented timetable. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The GANTT Chart of the project. 
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5.2 Research 
The research phase of the project was started already before the first meeting with the 
commissioner due to the deadlines of the courses and due to the meeting schedule.  

5.2.1 Stakeholder map 

A stakeholder map (Figure 3) was created to gain an understanding of all the different 
people and groups that can be affected by changes made in Turku.fi website.  

Figure 3. The stakeholder map 

A stakeholder map is a visual or representation of the various groups involved with a 
particular service. By representing the staff, customers, partner organization and other 
stakeholders in this way, the interplay between these various groups can be charted and 
analyzed. This is used to highlight the issues concerning each stakeholders group. The 
following groups can be clustered together by their shared interest, allowing the service 
provider to deploy resources more effectively when responding to problems and 
expanding their service. (Stickdorn et al., 2011, 150) 

This is the stakeholder map that we made for Turku.fi website. The core stakeholders for 
the website are the customers and users which belong to the target group for example are 
families with children, immigrants, travelers, youngsters, senior citizens, job seekers and 
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disabled. The internal stakeholders are the staff, IT maintenance, website designer, 
technical workers, and service developers. Then they are connected with the following 
stakeholders universities, municipalities, and others institutions. While the external 
stakeholders that are indirectly affected by the website are for example Turku City, 
legislators, police, transport centres, business centres, shop nearby and travel bloggers/ 
vloggers.  

If more people living in Turku, students and foreigners come to visit and stay in Turku, the 
city government will prefer to enhance or improve their website platform services to be 
more accessible, and user-friendly to the people in order to provide them the information 
that they needed. 

5.2.2 Business Model Canvas 

The business model canvas is a tool that helps to understand a business model. Using 
this model gives insight about the customers to the business, what value proposition being 
offered to the customer, what channel being used to serve the customer. It is also used to 
understand the business model and that of the competitors. The business canvas was 
adopted to provide insight to the Turku.fi. Specifically, it helped to understand the channel 
of communication, and the customer relationship between the user and the company.  

The information on the canvas is based on the brief the commissioner sent to the group at 
the inception of the project. 
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Figure 4. Business model canvas for turku.fi  (Business model canvas: (Osterwalder, 
Pigneur & al.)  

5.2.3 Interviews 

The interviews of the commissioner and the possible users were held during May 2020. 
Interviewing was chosen as a method since it is an efficient way to gather detailed 
information about a research topic and can be also arranged via phone or internet – as 
was best to do due to the covid-19 situation. Interviewing was also encouraged by our 
commissioner, because in that way we would more likely collect more open and detailed 
answers compared to online surveys. 

5.2.3.1 Interview of the commissioner 
 
The interview of the commissioner was held on 6.5.2020 as a Teams meeting. The 
interview was semi-structured and included two interviewers from our project group and 
three interviewees from the commissioner’s, Turku City, side. All the interviewees work 
with either designing the website or maintaining and developing the communication of 
Turku City online. The questions of the interview are listed in Appendix 1. 
 
The purpose of the interview was to familiarize ourselves with the commissioner and the 
project better and to understand better the needs and wishes of the commissioner 
regarding the project and its goals. We were also interested in knowing their thoughts 
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about our choices for our main research methods: interviews, benchmarking and mystery 
shopping. 
 
The interview lasted less than an hour due to a limited schedule. Nevertheless, we 
managed to deepen our knowledge about the commissioner’s needs and insights and 
discuss the project’s next steps. Our research methods were seen as very good choices: 
the commissioners were very pleased about the upcoming interviews and benchmarking, 
since those would give new and useful information to them. 
 
The main insights from the interview focused on the goals of the project and how to 
examine the user experience of the landing pages as well as turku.fi in general: 
 

● The landing pages were first made in 2015. 
● The purpose of the landing pages is to try to offer the services of Turku City in a 

more user-friendly way; “not through the organizational glasses”. 
● Any suggestions to update and improve the landing pages are welcomed! 
● The main problems of the landing pages recognized by the commissioner are: 

○ What if the user does not fit to any target group, how would the user find the 
services? 

○ What services different target groups are using? What other services do they 
need? 

○ How to tell about services that interest several target groups or people 
outside the target groups? 

● The main function of the turku.fi is to provide the users the answers and information 
they need. Whether it is done via landing pages or other pages, does not matter. 
Therefore it is also possible that the landing pages are not a good solution at all. 

 
As can be seen from the insights,the commissioner gave us rather free hands to execute 
the project. This helped us as a project group to be more open to the data we collected 
during the research; we were not guided to focus on a certain path or solution for the 
landing page but to research the topic openly and curiously. 
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5.2.3.2 Interviews of the users 
 
Interviews are different from questionnaires as they involve social interaction. Unlike           
questionnaires researchers need training in how to interview (which costs money). 

Researchers can ask different types of questions which in turn generate different types of              
data. For example, closed questions provide people with a fixed set of responses,             
whereas open questions allow people to express what they think in their own words.              
(McLeod'S. 2014) 

Interviews are a good tool for gathering a deeper understanding on why people use the               
Turku.fi website or why the potential users would use it later. Interviews were conducted              
for only two target groups, families with children and immigrants. 

We conducted interviews via phone and online video calls as of our communications. We              
were unable to conduct face to face interviews with the interviewees, the two target groups               
that we selected because of the current global health problem we are facing right now.               
The interview questions used were semi structured. The interview questions are listed in             
the Appendix 2. 

The questions were structures to meet up with the goals and objective of the project and                
cover the following four major areas; 

1. Content Relevance  

2. Structure and Navigation 

 3. User Experience and Friendliness  

4. Accessibility of Landing Pages  

The interviewees lived within and outside Finland, specially some lived in Turku,            
Jyvaskyla, Vaasa, Seinajöki, Helsinki, Masku and one immigrant from Mexico.. There           
were 8 people interviewed all together for the target group. From those interviewed, 5 are               
immigrants ( English speaking and not living in Turku), for the Families with children group               
( 1 Finnish and 3 in English speakers, 1 living in turku and 3  living outside Turku).  

Below are the results of the Eight Users Interviews based on the four major areas; 

1. Content Relevance: There are 8 interviewees answered that the website content            
is relevant. E.g Family services, events & calendar, but need to improve more to              
catch user attention.  
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2. Structure and Navigation: There are 4 interviewees answered that the website is            
well structured and easy to navigate. 4 said that it is easy to navigate but the                
structure of the home and landing page is too crowded with words and large              
pictures. Also some pictures are blurred, 

3. User Experience and Friendliness: There are 5 interviewees answered that the           
website is user friendly. And 3 said that is partially friendly because some             
interaction tools are missing such as feedback, chat and also a friendly and             
memorable tone- of- voice. 

4. Accessibility of Landing Pages There are 5 interviewees answered that the           
website is accessible in every landing page. 3 felt they were some obstacles that              
affected accessibility. for instance incompatibility between mobile and desktop 

See chapter 6. of the recommendation table where the interviews along with other data is               
gathered is analyzed as a recommendation for development.  

 

 
 
 

5.2.4 Benchmarking 
 
Benchmarking was used in this project as a research method to compare the website and 
the landing pages of turku.fi to other websites. The purpose of the research was to collect 
information about how different websites can be built and which best practices could 
benefit the turku.fi website. Benchmarking was also a suitable method for this project 
because it was easy to conduct individually online. This was an easy solution during the 
time of covid-19 and because of the fact that each of our group members lives in different 
parts of Finland. 
 
The sites for the benchmark were chosen by each of our group members. Some of the 
sites were recommended by our interviewees and others were chosen based on a small 
research on which websites could benefit the project. 
 
The results of the benchmarking are listed at the end of each benchmark chapter. Finally, 
the results were analysed and combined together with other search results in Affinity 
diagram in chapter 5.3.3. 
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5.2.4.1 Benchmarking Tallinn City website  

The City of Tallinn website  was chosen as one of the  benchmarking for its location and 
different approach to the website content (Pictures 1-3). Tallinn is a vibrant harbor city with 
good connections. Tallinna is also a popular destination for tourists. The City of Tallinn 
website provides good information for its citizens and website visitors related to the city 
and its operations. The website is not really for tourists, a separate website is dedicated 
for that. The city website has a link in a main page for that.  

The Website's homepage / main landing page has five main themes/ categories on top of 
the websites. These themes are: General information, Services, Contacts, News, 
Maps. Themes are clearly placed and illustrated with pictograms with small color accents. 
In this website the target group information was not pointed through target groups but 
needed information.  

General information; helds a wide range of information from city administration, statistics, 
important phone numbers to the history of the city. Inside this theme also a person who is 
a newcomer (certain target group) can find useful information about moving to Tallinn. 

Services; includes public city service information from healthcare, transportation, business 
to freetime activities.  

Contacts; gathered the essential contact information of the city and information where to 
contact with questions concerning the city.  

Maps; list of map applications and links.  

Good things / things to learn from this website: 

● Easy, intuitive and user friendly navigation, not too much information showing at 
once 

● Visually calm and color used only to highlight certain elements people might be 
using 

● Pictograms used to highlight the top themes 
● Good selections of different languages to choose 
● Main themes and categories seems logical and information is easy to approach 
● Upcoming events and dates concerning city event is interesting part 
● Good assistance tools  
● Contacts and information where to get more information are well available 
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Picture 1. Homepage of The City of Tallinn. Picture source: tallinn.ee 

 

 Picture 2. Homepage of The City of Tallinn. Picture source: tallinn.ee 
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 Picture 3. Homepage of The City of Tallinn. Picture source: tallinn.ee 
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5.2.4.2 Benchmarking London City website 

 
Picture 4. London.gov.uk homepage 
 

To bring improvement and innovating ideas to the development of the turku.fi landing 
page, the London.gov.uk website was benchmarked with the turku.fi. 

During the benchmark was observed that the Turku landing page has a unique and              
dynamic outlook. It is very detailed and comprehensive in information for all target groups              
in all the landing pages. The landing pages for the different segments are well structured               
to suit the target group. Of specific mention is the family with children and the immigrant                
page. Also, during the benchmarking, it was noticed that both websites have their             
different areas and scopes and are structured and presented according to the peculiarity             
of the environment. However, there are areas of improvement, that if taken into             
consideration, in the turku.fi will enhance customers experience, input, and participation in            
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the development of the landing page, and website at large. Also, to make it more user                
friendly to meet the customers' needs. 

Areas of improvement 

● Decongest the wording in the landing page, especially on the homepage. 
● Create an instant feedback book to monitor customers' experience and satisfaction. 
● Create a space for user participation on the home page. 
● Use pictures to illustrate some information. 
● Increase the resolution of the pictures especially on the home page. 
● Add a chatbot for effective communication with users. 
● Add some entertaining features. e.g. music, videos, talk show etc. 
● If necessary, add the major speech on the home page. 
● Have an online programme that will attract people to the site almost on weekly              

bases. e.g. let talk Turku 

5.2.4.3 Benchmarking Utah State website 
 
The official website of Utah state in the United States was benchmarked for this project on 
23.5.2020. The Utah website was chosen for the benchmark based on a tip from one of 
the user interviewees. Utah government site is rated several times as one of the best 
government websites by several institutions (State of Utah). 

At this point of the project we had received more feedback from the commissioner’s side 
about their wishes towards our project. In benchmarking they were especially interested to 
hear how other cities/organizations have solved the problem with target group landing 
pages, relevant content, accessibility and user-friendliness. Therefore, the goal of this 
benchmark is to study the navigation and structure of the website www.utah.gov and its 
landing pages and to compare the different elements of the site to the Turku.fi website and 
its landing pages. 

5.2.4.3.1 Navigation and accessibility 

The Utah website presents information about the government, services, business, 
employment education and other topics by using quite minimalistic navigation that is 
visualized with small icons. Search function (Picture 5) is brought in the center of the page 
and presented to the website user by automatically typing some topics that might interest 
the user. Each navigation element (icon + text) includes a drop-down menu, which is 
visible after clicking the icon. In the Turku.fi website the navigation bar does not include 
icons and the drop-down menu is visible with a mouse hover and stays visible when the 
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title is clicked. The search function is in the top corner, visible but not as emphasized and 
appealing as in Utah.gov. 

 
Picture 5. The homepage of utah.gov.  Source:https://www.utah.gov/index.html 

The accessibility of the websites is studied with the help of the accessibility instructions on 
www.saavutettavuusvaatimukset.fi, which is a website about the accessibility of public 
websites. Different needs of users are considered differently. In utah.gov a separate 
Settings icon and link shows options such as contrast, text only and font size. In turku.fi 
the settings of contrast and font size are automatically visible without clicks. Neither site 
shows icons or buttons to listen/speaker button. The turku.fi listen button is found later on 
a landing page, but only in the service collage part, and marked with play, stop and 
question mark buttons. Since there is no icon nor text about the listening possibility, it may 
not be easy to find – especially when it is in the middle of the page, not on top where the 
other settings are. (Etelä-Suomen aluehallinto.) 

Other accessibility viewpoints, such as organized content, standard language, clear topics 
and headings and considering the target groups, are considered in both sites. The usage 
of videos and infographics is very minimal in the target group landing pages of turku.fi, 
which makes it a developable subject. (Etelä-Suomen aluehallinto.) 

5.2.4.3.2 Landing pages 

Turku.fi includes a separate navigation and landing pages for different target groups. In 
Utah.gov, there is quite similar structure under the Residents section: some landing pages 
are named according to the target group, such as “Newcomers Guide”, “Just for youth” 
and “Seniors.utah.gov”. The Newcomers Guide landing page is divided into theme parts, 
such as “Driving in Utah” and “School information”, which include links to further 
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information. Very clear and simplified structure is easy to navigate, but the landing page is 
visually dull and not inspiring (Picture 6.). 

 
Picture 6. Part of a landing page “Newcomers Guide” on utah.gov. Source: 
https://www.utah.gov/residents/newcomers.html 

One of the main pages, Residents, provides a more inspiring benchmark to turku.fi landing 
pages. Residents page consists of four parts: on top is a banner picture showing some 
key information about Utah. Next, the Residents Menu includes icons, titles and short 
leads to different topics, for example “Citizen & Community”, “Health & Social Services” – 
these are the same topics as in the drop-down menu, but presented with an icon and a 
short lead. 

Next part is Parks & Libraries, showing a map and a list of parks and libraries nearby. 
Utah Residents News part is divided into three sections: Featured, More Residents News 
and Residents Video. This makes the part more organized compared to the current 
newsfeed in turku.fi landing pages, which combines social media feed and other news in 
the same box. Though, in turku.fi’s newsfeed the news can be also sorted to news and 
Facebook news. 

The next part in the Residents page is Related Resources, which includes links to social 
media channels, transportation data and other pages of Utah.gov. All of them are 
presented with a small icon, title and lead text, which gives the user an easy intro to what 
to find from the page behind the link. Though very minimalistic, the part provides 
information in very compact and clear form. In turku.fi similar part, service collage, 
includes big pictures and titles, but no intro nor icons. The images are related to the topic 
of the link and thus support the topic visually. The images are very big compared to the 
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titles of the links, which might both hinder quickly glancing through the page and increase 
the need to scroll in desktop and mobile view. 

The bottom part of Residents page is Feedback, which includes a simple feedback form 
with questions “How can this page be improved? What were you looking for?” and a place 
for leaving an email address. In turku.fi a link to giving feedback is placed in the footer of 
the website and the feedback is collected through a more detailed form including several, 
though elective, fields. Would it benefit turku.fi to have a simplified feedback form at the 
end of each page? 

5.2.4.3.3 Potential actions of improvement 

To summarize the utah.gov benchmark research, in general the turku.fi website and its 
landing pages are in quite good level in the aspects of navigation, user experience, 
content and visual elements. During the benchmark no radical defects were noticed, vice 
versa. Turku.fi proved to have several good qualities also in comparison to an award 
winning website. 

To develop the website of turku.fi, here are some subjects that could benefit the user 
experience of the website and especially its landing pages: 

●  The main navigation could include small icons to make the website more lively and 
appealing. The icons would also support the textual content of the site. 

● The search field could be more appealing and inviting, including similar search 
examples as utah.gov. Developing this depends on which paths the users are 
encouraged to take – is it better to guide the users to use landing pages more than 
the search feature? 

● A speaker/reader button could be placed on the header rather than in the middle of 
the page. Then all the settings of the page would be in the same place. The button 
could be accompanied with a guideline – a play button may not be self-explanatory 
enough. 

● The structure of the landing pages, e.g. Lapsiperheet, could be more clearly 
presented: all the parts of the page could be named with a clear heading. 

● The content of the current landing pages is vivid and colorful – though is it easy 
enough to glance through? A bit more simplified lay-out, for example smaller 
pictures, bigger headings and small lead texts, could make the page easier to 
perceive and navigate and reduce the need for scrolling. 

● A feedback form at the end of each page would not take much space but could help 
to collect information about the user experience, pain points and improvement 
suggestions. 
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5.2.4.4 Benchmarking Davao City Philippines Website  
 

 
Picture 7. The homepage of Davao City Philippines Government. Source: 
http://www.davaocity.gov.ph. 
 
 
Benchmarking is a great tool for research and before we evaluate the website’s             
performance, it is important to set our goals or define our purpose on each landing page of                 
both websites that need improvements. 

In order for us to create innovative ideas and make improvements to the development of               
Turku.fi website landing page, we benchmark the landing page with other countries for             
example in my country, Davao City Philippines website, https://www.davaocity.gov.ph/. 

Turku landing page has good characteristics and qualities as a good and effective website              
for the target groups. It is a well detailed and organized structure that you can easily                
navigate, read and understand clearly. During the benchmarking, it was noticed that Turku             
landing pages are more specific for their services and platforms to focus mainly on all the                
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target groups that they mention. You can see all the information services direct to the               
users especially for families with children, immigrants, travelers, youngsters, senior          
citizens, job seekers and disabled. Links to the landing pages are placed in the header of                
the website for easy navigation. Turku.fi website is the main website for the City of Turku.                
It is a portal that assembles information about the city region, environment, culture and              
sports, daycare and education, social and healthcare services as well as events and             
services for businesses. The website is thus the main online source of information about              
the Turku City and its functions and services. The Davao City Philippines website mainly              
focuses on information about the city's Economic development, Fiscal Management,          
Infrastructure, Public Administration, Social Services, Civil Registry services, Online         
payment, Landmark legislations, and Career Opportunities. The Davao City Philippines          
has landing pages also for the plans and programs for the city peace and order,               
Infrastructure Development, Transportation Planning and Traffic Management, Disaster        
Risk Reduction, Poverty Alleviation, Solid waste management, Agriculture, Health,         
Education and Tourism. It was noticed that Davao City Philippines website is not so              
specific in which target groups or users intended for the services they provided. 

Areas of Improvement  

1. Language buttons  
Turku.fi used three language ( finnish, swedish, english) while in Davao City            
Philippines only english, Tagalog is the official language of the country 

2. The content must be relevant and more updated,  more will be usability.  
3. The website colors used should contrast well and your text is readable. 
4. The speed should be fast to open or load a page, links or articles so that they users                  

will not wait so long. 
5. The website should work properly on all popular web browsers like Firefox, Google             

Chrome, Safari, Opera and Internet Explorer. 
6. Add more attractive pictures and videos  
7. Add Contact Us Form so that the user can drop his considerations and queries. 
8. Add Feedback Form too so that the user can hear his valuable            

observations/feedback about the website. 
9. Add a Chat  Box in the website for fast and effective communication with the users. 
10.Add all the social media links in the website.  

5.2.4.5 Benchmarking Breather.com 
 
In addition to public websites, we thought of benchmarking a website in the private sector. 
This idea was also supported by our commissioner. The website breather.com was 
chosen for the benchmarking after a long search on websites that lists the best websites 
and landing pages (HubSpot). Breather.com was listed as one of the fantastic landing 
page examples on a blog on hubspot.com. HubSpot is a well-known international 
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company that offers software products for inbound marketing, sales and customer service. 
Its content is followed by marketing professionals around the world and its 
recommendations about best practices are followed and utilized in several marketing 
companies. 
  
Breather Products Inc. is a company providing modern work and office spaces and 
meeting rooms in the US, Canada and UK. According to the Hubspot blog post, the 
landing page has a clever, delightful design and simple, to-the-point copy (Hubspot). The 
benchmarking research was thus paying attention to the design and the copy of the 
website but also to the navigation and structure. 
 

 
Picture 8. The home page of breather.com Source: https://breather.com/.  
 
Here are the results of the benchmark: 
 

● The link boxes include not only an image and a headline as in Turku.fi landing 
pages but also a small lead paragraph and a click-to-action button that is easy to 
spot and click. This makes the link boxes more informative and the links easy to 
spot, and in general give more order and structure to the web page. 

● The sizes of link boxes vary: the main boxes include an image, a heading, a lead 
paragraph and a CTA button, but others might have just an image and a heading. 
This saves space on the page, decreases the need to scroll and make the page 
easy to glance. It also gives tips to the user of the page: bigger boxes include main 
information and links, smaller boxes include additional information. 
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● The website presents text content also in boxes, which include a symbol/icon, a 
heading and a short paragraph (Picture X). This supports easy reading and 
glancing, gives light feeling to the site compared to one long text chapter and 
makes the page visually more appealing.  

● The tone of voice of the content is informative and friendly. For example: “Office 
spaces in Boston. The flexible alternative to leasing. The private alternative to 
co-working. Fully furnished, fully serviced, everything you need so your team can 
get to work” (Breather). 

● The main menu/navigation includes a section “Popular Uses”, which includes a sub 
menu about the most popular pages of the website. This is an alternative way to 
present popular themes of the website. This also inspired the researcher to wonder 
if the news of Turku.fi and even each of the landing pages could be presented in a 
drop-down menu. Another option, maybe even better for the news, could be a 
sidebar, which are used in yle.fi and hs.fi: the most read or newest articles are 
collected to a list on the right side of the page, leaving the central part of the page 
for other content. 

5.2.5 Mystery shopping 

This method was chosen to give us first hand information about the use of service. 
Mystery shopping is done by the school project group members themself. Members were 
not familiar with the website content or services beforehand and they could thus take a 
perspective of a service user and make notes about the service experience, functionalities 
in all contact points in the Turku city web page, focusing especially on the landing page.  

5.2.5.1 Mystery shopping as a family 
Mystery shopping of the Turku website was conducted by the group members after the 
target group personas were created. One of the target groups was the family and while 
observing the website group members took an objective perspective of the family father 
and set a task to look for new music hobbies for the family.  
 
During the mystery shopping the task of looking for new hobbies for the family was done in 
the turku.fi website in finnish and using a search word "musiikki harrastus". For 
understanding the customer journey the search task was observed from the three different 
routes, two of them starting from the  turku.fi website. Last route was made straight from 
the google search.  
 
Here are the main highlights and improvement suggestions collected through the mystery 
shopping as an family parent: 
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● The landing page gave a lot of search results not related to music at all, maybe the 
”musiikki harrastus”  as a word was too long. On the other hand, regular search 
websites (google) gave more search results that were related somehow to music as 
a hobby. 

● Turku.fi content was more about cultural events on music ( which of course can be 
a hobby too) , the actual hobbies are more related to exercise etc. 

● From Turku.fi more targeted searches like ”kitaran soitto” or ”laulaminen” gave 
more targeted answers 

● Making this search in english ”music hobbies” the result gave very little results on 
music  

The mystery shopping routes and experiences are presented in more detailed form in the 
Appendix 3. 

5.2.5.2 Mystery shopping as an immigrant 
Mystery shopping as an immigrant was conducted on 3.5.2020. In order to save time and 
resources, it was most convenient to execute the mystery shopping by a group member. 
To make the research as objective as possible, the mystery shopper imagined herself to 
be an immigrant and did not research the English part of the website before the shopping 
experience. 

The target of the mystery shopping as an immigrant was to find information about Finnish 
language lessons in Turku via the website Turku.fi. To investigate the customer journey 
thoroughly and to gain new aspects on how a customer can reach the target, the mystery 
shopping was implemented by using four different routes.  The three first routes had the 
same starting point: going to turku.fi home page and changing the language settings to 
English. The fourth route started from Google and ended up on the correct target page in 
turku.fi. The mystery shopping routes and experiences are presented in more detailed 
form in the Appendix 4. 

The mystery shopping gave several insights about how the turku.fi and its landing page for 
immigrants functions and how it is to be an immigrant searching online for information 
about the services of Turku City. that were later supported by the interviews of the 
potential website users and by the benchmarking. 
 
Here are the main highlights and improvement suggestions collected through the mystery 
shopping as an immigrant: 
 
The homepage and turku.fi in general: 
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● The search engine of turku.fi could be developed to provide more relevant search 
results to the user. For example: the search words “Finnish lessons” led to very 
different results compared to the search words  “Finnish courses”.  

● Desktop: The language choice (FI, SWE,ENG) is not quite visible. Could it be 
highlighted with e.g. a Finnish flag, as is common in many websites? 

● Desktop: Are the links to target group landing pages clear and visible enough? 
Could they be highlighted more? 

● The order and the amount of target group landing page links in the navigation 
differs depending on the language selection. This makes the site confusing, when 
the user switches from language to another. 

● The page “Finnish Courses - Learn Finnish Language” was the first result on 
Google search result page with search words “Finnish course Turku”. This means 
that the page is optimized well. 

The landing page for immigrants: 

● How “We recommend” links are decided, which information are they based on? 
● The newsfeed part takes much space on the page, which increases the scrolling of 

the page in order to reach the service collage part. 
● Big pictures and small headings in the link boxes affect negatively on how easy it is 

to spot the link box “Finnish Courses - Learn Finnish Language ''. The picture of the 
link is related to the topic but is it informative enough - would it be more 
self-explanatory if it included some other picture or an infographic? 

● There is plenty of clear and well written information available on the landing page 
as well as on the other pages of turku.fi. What could be considered more is the tone 
of voice – how welcoming and friendly the texts are and what could be done to 
improve it? 

5.2.6 Personas 
Personas were created to represent the two target groups that were chosen for the 
project; the Family and the immigrant.  The idea is to compare and see the different needs 
of these two target groups and to be able to empathize the needs and motivations of 
different users to use the service / landing pages.  

5.2.6.1 Persona: The Family 
To empathize with the family as part of the segment  we are focusing on, a persona 
(Picture 9.) was created to understand the user's detail,  goal,  need, frustration and know 
how to align to these needs. Understanding the family need will help the organization 
(Turku.fi) to offer the appropriate solution from the customers perspective not from the 
organisation point of view.  The information on the family persona is in line with 
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information found on the family landing page. Designing the persona made the task less 
complex for the group.  
 
 

 

Picture 9.  Persona canvas – The family  
 

5.2.6.2 Persona: the immigrant 
 
The immigrant persona (Picture 10.) was created to be a possible service user who was 
using the service in english, and was considering moving to Turku. Through this persona, 
we were able to observe the landing page services in english and with a viewpoint of 
services or the landing page content not familiar to her prehand.  The immigrant gave a 
good insight on how the landing page content and the themes are showing for the english 
language users. The content and the interests this person had was related to finding 
suitable freetime courses for her needs. The persona information was purely fictional but 
gave a setting for the mystery shopping and insight for the interview questions.  
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Picture 10.  Persona canvas – The Immigrant  

5.2.7 Customer journeys 
The customer journeys were based on the two personas: the family and the immigrant. 
The purpose of the customer journeys was to visualize the different stages of the 
customer journeys and the customer activities, touch points and customer experiences of 
each stage. Since our project concentrated on developing the landing pages of turku.fi, the 
focus of the journeys was on starting the search and finding the target information. 

5.2.7.1 The customer journey of the family 
The family customer Journey map was based on the personas of Mr Michael, the family 
persona used in the project. The customer journey maps visualize the experience of the 
family man, who needed a space in the nearby day care centre for his children. It shows 
the various activities, touch points and customer emotion. From the illustration on the 
customer journey, he started the research and got desired information and also gave 
feedback.  
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Picture 11. The family – customer journey map 
 

5.2.7.2 The customer journey of the immigrant  
 
The customer journey of the immigrant was based on the mystery shopping experiences 
of the immigrant. The purpose of the customer journey was to visualize the experience, 
the actions as well as the feelings of the customer during each phase of the journey. The 
customer journey is presented in the picture 12 and better in Appendix 5. 
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Picture 12. The immigrant – customer journey map 
 
As the journey points out, searching and finding the relevant information may require 
several phases from the user of the website. This affects the customer experience and 
may lead to frustration and disappointment. In order to be as accessible and easy to use 
as possible,  both the turku.fi in general and the landing page of the immigrant should be 
designed and structured in a way that supports a straightforward and quick customer path 
to the desired information. 
 

5.2.8  Value proposition canvas 

The value proposition canvas according to Ostewalder et al. (2014) is a set of aggregate 
benefits provided by the customer using product or service. Its designs help to  tackle the 
major challenges or problems of the organisation. While Twin (2019) defines a value 
proposition as the value a company promises to deliver to customers should they choose 
to buy their product. It is also defined as a declaration of intent or a statement that 
introduces a company's brand to customers by telling them what the company stands for 
and how it operates and why it deserves their business. 

Using value proposition canvas gives a different view about your customer and what can 
be offered to them. It consists of a defined set of components that meet the specific need 
of the particular set of customer or target group. Creating the value proposition begins with 
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understanding the customers need, analyzing the need, competitors offerings and the 
organization strength. 

The value proposition for the family (Figure 5.) and immigrant (Figure 6.) was developed 
based on the information on the persona of the man, who has a need for family services 
e.g day care service and funfare park for the children. Also the immigrants who need 
information on Finnish language courses.  Also the information from   Turku.fi website, the 
family and immigrant landing page. 

 

 
Figure 5. Value proposition canvas for the family 
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Figure 6. Value proposition canvas for the immigrant 
 

 

5.3 Analysis  

The analysis phase was conducted after the research phase of the project. Because of the 
limited time frame, the analyses were divided to be done either individually and reviewed 
by the group (SWOT) or as a group (Affinity diagram). 
 
 

5.3.1 SWOT ANALYSIS 

Swot analysis is used to identify through its four analyse categories; strength, 
weaknesses,opportunities and threats  that the current service may have from the target 
group perspective. 
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Figure 7. The SWOT analysis from the findings 
 
SWOT analysis involves the collection and portrayal of information about internal and 
external factors which have, or may have, an impact on business. SWOT is a framework 
that allows managers to synthesize insights obtained from an internal analysis of the 
company’s strengths and weaknesses with those from an analysis of external 
opportunities and threats. (Jurevicius, O. 2013.) 

The SWOT Analysis shown above on Figure 7. was created based on the data gathered 
from the results of the service design methods, tools used in the project: for example the 
benchmarking, mystery shopping and interview. As part of the way of meeting the 
customers' needs, the need to look into various areas that can contribute to the growth of 
Turku.fi was considered. 
 
The Strength displayed above shows the areas Turku.fi is really doing well as observed 
from the benchmarking and commended by the interviewees. The weaknesses show 
areas of improvement to add value to customers' experience and satisfaction. 
opportunities are opening for positive to happen some some of these weaknesses are 
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strengthened. Threats are negative things that may affect the  Turku,fi  from outside if not 
given attention. 

5.3.2  Affinity diagram  
 
To analyze all the data we collected during the research phase, we used an affinity 
diagram. The method was chosen to provide us with a method with which we could 
compress all the findings from different researches into one form. Each member of the 
project group added the findings from their own research parts to the affinity diagram 
according to the different themes. As a result, the affinity diagram became a list of 
improvement suggestions for the landing pages. The affinity diagram is presented in the 
Appendix 6. The affinity diagram was the main base for the results and recommendations 
that are presented in chapter 6. 
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6. RESULTS 
This chapter presents the findings of our research and the recommendations for the 
commissioner. It also includes a review on answering the goals that we stated in the 
beginning of the project. 

6.1  The findings of the project 

Based on the data gathered from the service design tools use, i.e. the interview, mystery 
shopping and benchmarking, the followings were the findings: 

About the websites and landing pages in general 

● Turku.fi is a portal that assembles information about the region and beyond for all 
target groups and professions. 

● The landing pages are structured with information for different target groups, e.g 
children, youths, seniors, families, immigrants, disabled etc. The information on the 
pages are clear, detailed, accessible, easy to navigate for all sectors and it is 
updated often. 

● The website is beautifully designed and dynamic. 
● Information content to each landing page provides its own purpose and is useful. 
● Website gives a consistent experience with several different browsers and it is fast. 

The website works properly on all popular web browsers (Chrome, Edge, Firefox, 
Opera). 

● Many of the website pages have a speaker to read, which enhances customer 
experience and journey. 

Customers experiences and pain points 

● The website is too crowded with words and  themes making it clumsy at first sight. 
● The text and pictures could have a more friendly tone. 
● The pictures are big but somehow the feeling is that nothing really arises from the 

content.  
● The homepage does not have attention-catching graphics. 
● There are a few activities for online family relaxation chat and musical programs, 

there could be more. 
● Activities of Turku city as a tourist center are not much reflected on the pages, 

especially on the home page. 
● Mobile and desktop presentation and navigation is different as an experience, 

content and the places are hard to remember between these formats.  
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● Theme places and target groups presented vary between the language used at the 
website. It might create confusion and give different user experiences between 
different language browser and bilingual browsers.  

 

Development recommendations  

Based on our research these are the main areas and topics suggested to develop in the 
landing page:  
 

 

Figure 8. The recommendations of development. 

6.2 Reaching the goals 
As the project started, we placed questions to be answered during the project. The 
questions were developed in the early phase of the project, based on brainstorming with 
the project group and on the brief from the commissioner.  

During the research phase the scope of the project was extended, but finally the results 
presented in chapter 6.1 were direct answers to the questions. As a conclusion, here are 
the questions with answers: 

● Is the content relevant for the target groups? 

Our research was not wide enough to have an insight on this question, however the 
current content of the landing pages seemed to be relevant through, also the 
content can be expanded and some new content themes added, and especially the 
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layout of the content should be reviewed. This question and area is suggested that 
the commissioner collects further insight from the wider group of users. 

● How is the content picked to be relevant for the target groups? 

Especially the interview answers pointed out that the way the content is chosen for 
the landing pages could be reviewed: could there be more content about certain 
themes, could the content be arranged in a different order. 

● Is the structure of the pages working for the target groups and are they the same 
between groups? 

This was one of the major development themes of the landing pages. To develop 
and maintain accessible and user-friendly landing pages, the structure of the pages 
could be rearranged according to the suggestions in chapter 6.1. Whether the 
structure should be different between the landing pages did not rise during the 
research – the more important theme was to make every target group landing page 
easier to glance at. 

● Does a target group approach work and do the users belong to any particular target 
group? 

During this project we did not find reasons why the target group approach would not 
work or that the user would not feel a part of a certain group. What can be 
developed further is the linking in the landing pages: if a certain service is relevant 
for several target groups, each landing page should include a link to the same 
service page – possibly accompanied with a short, personalized lead text. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1. Questions for the commissioner 

Questions for the commissioner 
 

1. What are your expectations towards us regarding this project? 
2. Can we focus on one target group or should there be more?  

- Families with kids + immigrants could be the easiest groups for us? 
3. Where did the idea come from to develop the landing pages now? 
4. What are the demographics of your target visitors, e.g single, married, social class 

etc? 
5. How do you  want a visitor to perceive Turku City as a destination? 
6. What key attraction do you want the visitor to know about the website? 
7. what specific services rendered by the Turku City should you consider should be 

given priority attention. 
8. What particular content in your current page receives the highest  hit? 

Appendix 2. Questions for the potential users of turku.fi and its landing 
pages 

Questions for the users 
 
Intro: We have a project about developing turku.fi website. Would you like to take some 
time and browse website a bit, before the information?  
 

1. Do you live in Turku? 
2. Are you familiar with the turku.fi website?  
3. IF YES: 

a. If you are, have you used a landing page for a target group (family, 
immigrant, youth, etc.)?  

b. If yes, for what purpose you have used it for? (why do you used/use it) 
c. What was interesting in turku.fi’s website? 
d. What do you remember from the website? 
e. Is the information in the turku.fi website accessible and clear? (Is it easy to 

browse it, can you find buttons and links, categories, information that 
interests you? 00 

f. Do you feel/think that the website is friendly? 
g. How does it look visually? Is it friendly? 
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h. Are the structure, design and the pictures presentable/attractive? 
i.  
j. Is it easy to navigate?  
k. How do you find the content, is it nice to read? 
l. Is the website user-friendly? 
m. What do you like about the turku.fi website? 
n. What do you not like about the turku.fi website? 
o. What would you add or take off in the website? 

i. What kind of information you would like to add there? What content 
(text, pictures, videos etc.) you would add? 

p. What kind of information you would be interested to find from this kind of 
website? 

q. How well does the website meet your needs? 
r. What are your recommendations and ideas for improvement of the turku.fi 

website?  
4. IF NO: 

 
a. A pre-task: would you like to browse the website turku.fi? And before you go, 

think about something that you would be interested to find information about 
in the website? 

b. Did you find what you were looking for?  
c. How was it? Was it difficult/easy? 
d. What was interesting in turku.fi’s website? 
e. What do you remember from the website? 
f. Is the information in the turku.fi website accessible and clear? (Is it easy to 

browse it, can you find buttons and links, categories, information that 
interests you?  

g. Do you feel/think that the website is friendly?000 
h. How does it look visually? Is it friendly? 
i. Are the structure, design and the pictures presentable/attractive? 
j. Is it easy to navigate?  
k. How do you find the content, is it nice to read? 
l. Is the website user-friendly? 
m. What do you like about the turku.fi website? 
n. What do you not like about the turku.fi website? 
o. What would you add or take off in the website? 

i. What kind of information would you like to add there? What content 
(text, pictures, videos etc.) you would add? 

p. What kind of information would you be interested to find from this kind of 
website? 
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q. How well does the website meet your needs? 
r. What are your recommendations and ideas for improvement of the turku.fi 

website?  
 
NB! 
For immigrant also: 
Was it easy to find the place to switch the language? 
Did you find enough information in English? 
How easy it is to understand the information of the website? 

Appendix 3. Mystery shopping as an family 

Task “Father is searching music hobbies for the family (singing, playing music)”  
 
The routes:  
 
Route 1. Search from Turku.fi   ”musiikki harrastus” 

 
The search results were (4 pages altogether) first page: 
1.Teatteri ja Musiikki; Basic information about theater and music culture in Turku (plays 
etc.) 
2.Puolalanmäen musiikkilukio; Information about the school 
3.Kimmokelaisen harrastuspaikat ja pysyvät edut; Information about Kimmoke ( what is 
it?) 
4.Tapahtumien ja kulttuurin kaupunki; basic information about Turku area cultural 
events and hobbies -> from there you are able to get to the hobbie search and find 
5.Biittimiitti; Information about seikkailupuisto and the current situation (possibility 
to music hobbies for kids? DJ, mediapaja) 
6.Lisää tapahtumasi Turunseudun tapahtumakalenteriin; Information about event calendar 
7.Taidekeskus koulussasi; Music instrument, visual art and motion expression 
opportunities at school 
8.Chinese language (?) 
18. Laulun iloa laulamattomille; Singing courses 
•What are the color codes on the sides of the search results? (grey, pink, orange) 
•All of the content will not lead to finding a music hobby place or lessons 
•Bolded has music hobbies as a content or from there you could get into the next 
page that had information about music hobbies 
•Quite a bit of search results at the first page that did not have music hobbies as a content. 
Most of them actually started after number 18  
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Route 2. Family landing page 
 
•Clicking family landing page; first attention goes to the ”ajankohtaisvirta, uutiset and 
lähellä” headlines à those will not contain any information about hobbies 
•Start scrolling the page down; topics down the page are related to education, exercise, 
seikkailupuisto, and support categories of of the wellbeing of the family 
•Scrolling back to the top was spotted category ”kulttuuri ja liikunta” inside there is a 
category ”music” that lead me to the music pages but has information about event 
perspective, not hobbies 
•Going back to the top into ”kulttuuri ja liikunta”  one can see  purple categories and spot 
”harrastehaku”  and click that and one gets to the harraste and tapahtumat page 
(kalenteri) and see a list of hobbies 
•In harrastehaku one can see on the left some categories but none of them are music. 
One starts scrolling the list one is seeing 
•On Page 2 one can see Laulun yksityistunnit pop/jazz ja klassinen laulu and one opens 
the 
•the researcher was not into pop / jazz singing but on the end part of the page she 
clicked from asiasanat laulaminen and got more singing hobby results. 
•She make a search on this harraste and tapahtumakalenteri site with same 
”musiikki harrastus”, no resulsà search again with ”musiikki” for finding music 
instrument courses, she gets 8 singing courses but no instrument playing courses 
 
Route 3. made a search at google”musiikki harrastus Turku” 
 
 
•Make a search in google and  search results gave different places in Turku to learn 
to singing and playing musicà this search was the easiest and gave most coherent 
results 
•Turku.fi was also there on results but clicking those did not lead to closer to finding 
suitable courses in Turku but went mostly from the headline ” harrasteet” to the exerice 
hobbies or to the hobby search pages 

Appendix 4. Mystery shopping as an immigrant 

The routes: 

The first route continued by searching “Finnish lessons” by using the search function on 
turku.fi home page. Out of all the search results only two were relevant for the topic: 
Multicultural Education and Education for Immigrants. The first result lead to a page about 
language education for children and the second page concentrated more on vocational 
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education. The second page did also include information about Finnish language 
education for immigrants but when compared to the other routes, the target was not 
reached as well as in those. 

The second route consisted of clicking the Immigrants link on the home page and landing 
on the Immigrants landing page. When scrolling down the page to the service collage part, 
there was a link to the page Finnish courses – Learn Finnish Language. This link led to a 
page with link to finnishcourses.fi, which includes information about Finnish courses in 
Turku region. This was the second easiest way to find the information about Finnish 
lessons/courses in Turku. It was considered logical: Immigrants landing page should 
unquestionably include information about Finnish lessons in Turku. Though, it is not easy 
to spot the relatively small heading about the Finnish courses among all the big pictures. 

The third route started from searching “Finnish course” by using the same search function 
on turku.fi home page. Using different search words had a radical impact on the search 
results. Compared to the first route, the third route brought immediately results that were 
related to the topic. Unfortunately, the first result page, Kielikoulutus, did not provide 
further links to help finding the course.  The second, Finnish Adult Education Centre of 
Turku, had a link to a page with further information about learning the language, but since 
the page was not translated, an error message appeared. Finally, the third and fourth 
search results where about the Finnish courses – Learn Finnish Language. 

The fourth route did not start from turku.fi but from Google, by searching “Finnish course 
Turku”. The first search results of Google search engine results page (SERP) was a direct 
link to the page “Finnish Courses – Learn Finnish Language, 
https://www.turku.fi/en/finnish-courses-learn-finnish-language. This was clearly the 
quickest and easiest way to find information about Finnish courses in Turku. Since Google 
is widely used for searching information, it is reasonable to believe that this route might be 
the most common route to find information about the language courses. It is also very 
good to notice that the page is optimized in a way that it comes as first in the search result 
pages of Google.  
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Appendix 5. The immigrant - customer journey map.  
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Appendix 6. The affinity diagram 
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